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A Polar Graphic Method for Determining the

Attitude of Rocket Vehicles 
A graphic method of determining rocket attitudes 
by plotting data obtained by fluxgate magnetometers 
and solar aspect sensors is enhanced by the use of 
polar coordinates. Polar graph paper is used to repre-
sent either the horizon system of altitude and azimuth 
or the celestial system of declination and right ascen-
sions depending on the choice of solar, lunar, or mag-
netic field references. The polar translucent paper is 
superimposed on applicable transparencies which 
scale aspect angles and phase angles from given 
references. Rocket axis is thus fixed by the measure-
ment of the aspect angles and the phase angle between 
them. 
This innovation represents a simplified technique 
for navigational applications where accuracy to 
within 20 is tolerable.
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